and in spite of the appalling death rate it was being maintained at this figure by the importation of Jews from Germany
and from the occupied countries, as well as from other parts
of Poland.
7. The outbreak of war between Germany and Soviet
Russia and the occupation of the Eastern areas of Poland
by German troops considerably increased the numbers of
Jews in Germany's power. At the same time the mass
murders of Jews reached such dimensions that, at first,
people refused to give credence to the reports reaching
Warsaw from the Eastern provinces. The reports, however,
were confirmed again and again by reliable witnesses. During
.t he winter 1941-1942 several tens of thousands of Jews were
murdered. In the city of Wilno over 50,000 Jews were
reported to have been massacred and only 12,000 of them
remain in the local ghetto. In the city of Lwow 40,000 were
reported murdered ; in Rowne 14,000 ; in Kowel 10,000, and
unknown numbers in Stanislawow, Tarnopol, Stryj, Drohobycz and many other smaller towns. At first the executions
were carried out by shooting; subsequently, however, it
is reported that the Germans applied new methods, such
as poison gas, by means of which the Jewish population
was exterminated in Chelm, or electrocutiOn, for which a
camp was organised in Belzec, where in the course of March
and April, 1942, the Jews from .the provinces of Lublin,
Lwow and Kielce, amounting to tens of thousands, were
exterminated. Of Lublin's 80,000 Jewish inhabitants only
2,500 still survive in the city.
8. It has been reliably reported that on the occasion of
his visit to the General Gouvernement of Poland in March,
1942, Himmler issued an order for the extermination of 50 per
cent. of the Jews in Poland by the end of that year After
Himmler's departure the Germans spread the rumour that
the Warsaw ghetto would be liquidated as from April, 1942.
This date was subsequently altered to June. Himmler's
second visit to Warsaw in the middle of July, 1942, became
the signal for the commencement of the process of liquidation,
the horror of which surpasses anything known in the annals
of history.
9. The liquidation of the ghetto was preceded, on July 17th,
1942, by the registration of all foreign Jews confined there
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who were then removed to the Pawiak prison.
As
from Jl:lly 20th, 1942, the guarding of the ghetto was entrusted to special security b,attalions, formed from the scum
of several Eastern European countries, while large forces
of German police armed with machine guns and commanded
by SS. officers were posted at all the gates leading into the
ghetto. Mobile German police detachments patrolled all
the boundaries of the ghetto day and night.
10. On July 8lst, at 11 a.m., German police cars drove up
to the building of the Jewish Council of the ghetto, in
Grzybowska Street. The SS. officers ordered the chairman
of the Jewish Council, Mr. Czerniakow, to summon the
members of the Council, who were all arrested on arrival
and removed in police cars to the Pawiak prison. After a few
hours' detention the majority of them were allowed to return
to the ghetto. About the same time flying squads of German
police entered the ghetto, breaking into the houses in search
of Jewish intellectuals. The better dressed Jews found were
killed on the spot, without the police troubling even to
identify them. Among those who were thus killed was a
non-Jew, Professor Dr. Raszeja, who was visiting the ghetto
in the course of his medical duties and was in possession of
an official pass. Hundreds of educated Jews were killed in
this way.
11. Oi:i. the morning of the following day, July 22nd, 1942,
the German police again visited the office of the Jewish
Council and summoned all the members, who had been
released from t~e Pawiak prison the previous day. On
their a15sembly they were informed that an order had been
issued for the removal of the entire Jewish population of
the Warsaw ghetto and printed instructions to that effect we.r e
issued in the form of posters, the contents of which are
reproduced in Annex. I to this Note. Additional instructions
were issued verbally. The number of people to be removed
was first fixed at 6,000 daily. The persons concerned were
to assemble in the hospital wards and grounds in Stawki
Street, the patients of which were evacuated forthwith. The
hospital was close to the railway siding. Persons subject to
deportation were to be delivered by the Jewish police not
later than 4 p.m. each day. Members of the Council and other
hostages were to answer for the strict fulfilment of the order.
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In conformity with German orders, all inmates of Jewish
prisons, old-age pensioners and inmates of other charitable
institutions were to be included in the first contingent.
12. On July 23rd, 1942, at 7 p.m., two German police
officers again visited the offices of the J ewi~h Council and
saw the chairman, Mr. Czerniakow. After they left him he
committed suicide. It is reported that Mr. Czerniakow
did so because the Germans increased the contingent
of the first day to 10,000 persons, to be followed by 7,000
persons on each subseq{ient day.
Mr. Czerniakow was
succeeded in his office by Mr. Lichtenbaum, and on the
following day 10,000 persons were actually assembled for
deportation, followed by 7,000 persons on each subsequent
day. The people affected were either rounded up haphazardly
in the streets or were taken from their homes.
13. According to the German order of July 22nd, 1942, all
Jews employed in German-owned undertakings, together
with their families, were to be exempt from deportation.
This produced acute competition among the inhabitants
of the ghetto to secure employment in such undertakings, or,
failing employment, bogus certificates to that effect. Large
sums of money, running into thousands of Zlotys, were being
paid for such certificates to the German owners. They did
not, however, save the purchasers from deportation,
which was being carried out without discrimination or
identification.
14. The actual process of deportation was carried out with
appalling brutality. At the appointed hotir on each day the
German police cordoned off a block of houses selected for
clearance, entered the back yard and fired their guns at
random, as a signal for all to leave their homes and assemble
irt the yard. Anyone attempting to escape or to hide was
killed on the spot. No attempt was made by the Germans
to keep families together. Wives were torn from their
husbands and children from their parents. Those who
appeared frail or infirm were· carried straight to the
Jewish cemetery to be killed and buried there. On the
average 50--100 people were disposed of in this way daily.
After the contingent was assembled, the people were packed
forcibly into cattle trucks to the number of 120 in each truck,
which had room· for forty. The trucks were then locked and
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sealed. The Jews were suffocating for lack of air. The floors
of the trucks were covered with quicklime and chlorine. As
far as is known, the trains were despatched to three localities
-Tremblinka, Belzec and Sobibor, to what the reports
describe as "Extermination camps." The very method of
transport was deliberately calculated to cause the largest
possible number of casualties among the condemned Jews.
It is reported that on arrival in camp the survivors were
stripped naked and killed by various means, inclµding poison
gas and electrocution.
The dead were interred in mass
graves dug by machinery.
15. According to all available information, of the 250,000
Jews deported from the Warsaw ghetto up to September 1st,
1942, only two small transports, numbering about 4,000
people, are known to have been sent: eastwards in the direction
of Brest-Litovsk and Malachowicze, allegedly to be employed
on work behind the front line. It has not been possible to
ascertain whether any of the other Jews deported from the
Warsaw ghetto still survive, and it must be feared that they
have been all put to death.
16. The Jews deported from the Warsaw ghetto so far
included in the first instance all the aged and infirm ; a
number of the physically strong have escaped so far, because
of their utility as labour power. All the children from Jewish
schools, orphanages and children's homes were deported;
including those from the orphanage in charge of the celebrated
educationist, Dr. Janusz Korczak, who refused to abandon his
charges, although he was given the alternative of remaining
behind.
17. According to the most recent reports, 120,000 ration
cards were distributed in the Warsaw ghetto for the month of
September, 1942, while the report also mentions that only
40,000 such cards were to be distributed for the month of
October, 1942. The latter figure is corroborated by information emanating from the German Employment Office
(Arbeitsamt), which mentioned the number of 40,000 skilled
workmen as those who were to be allowed to remain in a
part of the ghetto, confined to barracks and employed on
German war production.
18. The deportations from the Warsaw ghetto were interrupted during five days, between August 20th-25th. The
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German machinery for the mass slaughter of the Jews was
employed during this interval on the liquidation of other
ghettoes in Central Poland, including the towns of Falenica,
Rembert6w, Nowy Dw6r, Kaluszyn and Minsk Mazowiecki.
19. It is not possible to estimate the exact numbers of
Jews who have been exterminated in Poland since the
occupation of the country by the armed forces of the German
Reich. But all the reports agree that the total number of
killed runs . into many hundreds of thousands of innocent
victims-men, .women and children-and that of the
3,130,000 Jews in Poland before the outbreak of war, over
a thir9- have perished during the last three years.
20. The Polish population, which itself is suffering the most
grievous afflictions, and of which many millions have been
either deported to Germany as slave labour or evicted from
their homes and lands, deprived of so many of their leaders,
who have been cruelly murdered by the Germans, have
repeatedly expressed, through the underground organisations,
their horror of and compassion wit'li. the terrible fate which has
befallen their Jewish fellow-countrymen. The Polish Govern·ment are in possession of information concerning the assistance
which the Polish population is rendering to the Jews. For
obvious reasons no details of these activities can be published
at present.
21. The Polish Government-as the representatives of the
legitimate authority on territories in which the Germans are
carrying out the systematic extermination of Polish citizens
and of citizens of Jewish origin of many other European
countries-consider it their duty to address themselves to
the Governments of the United Nations, in the confident
belief that they will share their opinion as to the necessity
not only of condemning the crimes committed by the Germans
and punishing the criminals, but also of finding means
offering the hope that Germany might be effectively restrained
from continuing to apply her methods of mass extermination.
I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your
Excellency the assurances of my high consideration. .
L.

s.

EDWARD RACZYNSKI.
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Annex 1:
JEWISH COUNCIL IN WARSAW
NOTICE
I.

2.

8.

4.
5.

Warsaw, July 22nd, 1942.
By order of the German authorities all Jews living in Warsaw,
without regard to age or sex, are to be deported to the East.
The following are exempted from the deportation order : (a) All Jews employed by the German authorities or
German enterprises, who can produce adequate evidence
of the fact.
•
(b) All Jews who are members and employees of the Jewish
Council according to their status on the day of publication of this order.
(c) All Jews employed in German-owned firms who can
produce adequate evidence of the fact.
(d) All Jews not yet thus employed, but who are capable of
work. These are to be barracked in the Jewish quarter.
(e) All Jews belonging to the Jewish civil police.
(f) All Jews belonging to the staffs of J ewish hospitals,
or belonging to Jewish disinfection squads.
(g) All Jews who are members of the families of persons
covered by (a) to (f). Only wives and children are
regarded as members of families.
(h) All Jews who on the day of deportation are patients
in one of the Jewish hospitals, unless fit to be discharged.
Unfitness for discharge must be attested by a doctor
appointed by the Jewish Council.
Each Jew to be deported is entitled to take with him on the
journey 15 kilogrammes of his personal effects. Anything
in excess of 15 kg. will be confiscated. All articles of value,
such as money, jewellery, gold, etc., may be retained. Sufficient food for three days' journey should be taken.
Deportation begins on July 22nd, 1942, at 11 a.m.
Punishments :
(a) Any Jew who is not included among persons specified
under par. 2 points (a) and (c) and so far not entitled to
be ·so included, who leaves the Jewish quarter after the
deportation has begun will be shot.
(b) Any Jew who undertakes activities likely to frustrate
or hinder the execution of the deportation orders will
be shot.
(c) Any Jew who assists in any activity which might
frustrate or hinder the execution of the deportation
orders will be shot.
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